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Today’s agenda



Ambiguity

I’ll see 
where 
we’ll 

end up

I need a 
clear guide 
before I act



Working Together

I prefer 
to work 
on my 
own

I need a 
team 

constantly 



Failure

Not
comfortable

Very 
comfortable



3. Add a sticky with your name 
to the three scales.

1. Find a table from 1 to 10
2. Upload a photo of you and 

answer the three questions 

Take a seat!



How to 
upload a 
photo

















A crisis of public legitimacy

Are we creating the public solutions and 
institutional capacity that can deal with the 
challenges we are facing? 



“In times of change, learners inherit the 
earth, while the learned find themselves 
beautifully equipped to deal with a 
world that no longer exists.”

― Eric Hoffer





Biases as risks in policy development
Bias Description Implications
Confirmation bias A tendency to cherry-pick information 

that confirms existing beliefs or ideas
Missing disconfirming information, 
ignoring “red flags” end up with failure 
at a later stage

Group think (bandwagon 
effect)

Individuals in a group strive for 
harmony and consensus and avoid 
raising controversial issues or 
alternative solutions

Ideas or misconceptions are not 
challenged, there is loss of individual 
creativity, uniqueness and 
independent thinking

Not invented here Internally-developed solutions are 
considered better than 
externally-developed solutions 

May incur inflated development costs, 
while tested and proven solutions 
already are available

Spotlight effect Search for information where it is 
easiest. Being blind to alternatives

Explore what is already known, or 
explore a predictable subset of 
solutions





A crisis of public legitimacy

Are we creating the public solutions and 
institutional capacity that can deal with the 
challenges we are facing? 



How would you
describe innovation?



Landscape 
of Innovation 
Approaches

An overview of 
innovation 
approaches for the 
public good.





Our ‘1 minute definition’ of innovation 

IDEA VALUEIMPLEMENTED
(successfully)

EXPERIMENTATION
PROCESS

Turning ideas into testable hypotheses
and find out what works and what doesn’t.



Note, in reality it may look like this…

IDEA VALUE



Or even…

IDEA VALUE

VALUE



“Innovation amateurs talk 
good ideas; innovation 
experts talk testable 
hypothesis.”
Michael Schrage

In the room of the unobvious we talk ideas but testable hypotheses



IDEAS SOLUTION

IDEAS HYPOTHESIS

The core of the experimental mindset



What do we know?

Knowledge
What do you know 
for sure and have 

evidence for?

Assumptions
What do you think 

you know but don’t 
have evidence for?

Gaps
What don’t you know 

and need to find 
out?



“A hypothesis is a 
testable belief about 
future value creation”

Michael Schrage





Behavioural 
insights team

Organ donation 
in the UK



Yet fewer than 1 in 3 
people are registered 
to donate.

3 people die 
everyday in the UK 
because of a lack 
of available organs.

How come?

9 out of 10 people 
actually support organ 
donation.



1 million people 
involved in largest 
RCT in UK history

Results? 96,000 
more people 
signing up per 
year

BIT tested 9 different 
messages to get 
people to register



Indonesia flood image – 
PetaBencana.id



Or even…

Between $7 and $10 savings for each 
$1 invested in the programme.





Good sam 
example



Good sam 
example



Mapaton
Mexico City



• 14 mil citizens use the bus transportation 
system everyday

• 30.000 informal bus routes relying on 
word-of-mouth for people to use them

• Over 4000 citizens mapped over 50.000 
km of routes in two weeks for the cost of 
15.000 USD

• Traditional public sector mapping 
programmes cost millions of USD and 
take several years to complete

• Data now opened up for businesses and 
entrepreneurs to develop transport 
solutions



Innovation is about experimenting 
with new possibilities and 
accelerating learning about what 
might work



Towards a culture change in government, institutions and organisations



Reflection exercise
What resonated when considering your 

role and responsibility - and why? 
(15 mins)



States of Change

How can you and your team be 
equipped to work more 
innovatively?





You should have all 
completed this 
diagnostic. 

What skills, attitudes and 
roles did you get? 











Formål med øvelsen

Develop a ’heat map’ of 
your team’s strengths 
and gaps





Pick a colour



Individual reflection

What are your five 
core skills? What 
would others  
(colleagues, line 
managers) point out 
as your strengths?

8 min.



Individual reflection

Map your skills on 
the poster, using 
the dots.

8 min.

Caroline  
Michael 
 Jill  
Charly



Individual reflection

Select your three 
core attitudes? 
What would others  
(colleagues, line 
managers) point 
out as your  
strengths?

8 min.



Individual reflection

Map your 
attitudes on the 
poster, using the 
dots.

8 min.





Reflection: your strengths and weaknesses

● What do you see?

● What might this suggest about your 
potential innovation capacity?

● Where are the opportunities?

● Are there any noteworthy gaps? Are 
these a bad thing?





Output-oriented Mission-driven

Command and control Sense and respond

Rigid structures Loose structures

Error-reducing systems Error-embracing systems

Suppressed authority Distributed authority

Deep knowledge Broad knowledge

Homogeneity Diversity

Fluid teamingFixed teaming



States of Change

How do create space and 
conditions for public innovation? 



Five attention points for creating space 
for innovation and experimentation



#1: Look for the opportunities within 
existing program frameworks



UNDP: experimentation as “hacking” 



UNDP: experimentation as “hacking” 



#2: It’s more craft than method





#3: Reframe failure





1. Frame the work as a learning 
problem—not as an execution problem

2. Acknowledge your own fallibility
3. Model curiosity, ask a lot of questions

Amy Edmondson



@States_Change

www.states-of-change.org
hello@states-of-change.org

Follow us

Thank you!
Contact us

jesper@states-of-change.org
@JesperC_


